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elevto'. It dms net osrthe th inner c.,onents of cell or tell about the

itance of vitm.ns. Th,r' are thisands of scientific or historical facts in

which w tht be interested that art,- not mentioned in the ible. But wherever it

does tcuch upon sci',nee or history we cm be sure that what it says is trus.

It ses obvious that there are eny subjects on which we can not expect the

Mb1t to give us info tiort, end yet this fact is sotis overlooked. It is

p'ps less obvirs thrtt we rust ecine each stetenent in the Scripture, not only to

e whet it dsffMtely teaches, hut also to w1ce sure that we do not Tend into it

f nation that it (lees not actually contain.

nethes one wonders whether a ible interpreter is assning that the Bible is

like a p1otagraph of the earth taken from a hip altitude with an extre1y fine

caiwra. Such i picture, if exasthad with a very, strong Ions, night conceivably yield

mm and re detail. The Bible is not like this. It is written in hunmi words.

There is a unit to the nuaber of questions that any sentence may be expected to cover,

Any statenent that a person makes will necessarily leave many questions tiutnawered.
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Thus, if one were to say, "Last week I traveled fri Philadelphii.. to Toronto," it

tou1 he very clear that the trip had tarte8 in Philadelphia, that it had ended in

Toronto, and that it had been made in the previous week Beyond this one might ask a

ou.nd questions, but no matter how caefufly he examined the statement he would not

find zwered In it. The statement would not tell whether the speaker walked,

rode a horse, went by bus, by train, or in an airplane. If the speaker had said that

he *'m& ftm Philadephln to Toronto," this would eliminate walking, hut still would

not sw which of the other modes of transportation had been used. If it said that he

"flew from Vbiladelphia to Toronto," this would probably Indicate that he had cane by

1r. but would not necessarily show whether be had cm." in a private plane, in *

crcial propeller plane, or in a jet. (e could not determine from the statement
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